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Recent Developments in Latin
American Foreign Investment Lawst
With the notable exception of Brazil and the Central American countries, the foreign investment climate in Latin America has deteriorated
further since 1971. During the same period U.S. relations with its Southern
neighbors ebbed to a new low.
Among the principal sources of friction have been the lack of an
affirmative U.S. response to demands for preferential tariff treatment of
Latin American manufactured goods, U.S. assertion of fishing rights within
the 200-mile limit claimed by most Latin American countries, the stalemate
in United States-Panamanian negotiations over the Canal Zone, and the
Latins' continued complaints at not being consulted by the United States
on major international policy matters.
But perhaps the most important single irritant to Latin Americans has
been the policy of the United States Government, announced by President
Nixon in January 1972, and implemented by two laws passed by Congress
in March of that year, of withholding U.S. approval from loan applications
to international banks, by countries which had expropriated U.S. assets
without "prompt, adequate and effective compensation." 1
The effect of this policy on subsequent actions by Latin American
governments is a matter of conjecture. In any event, there have been no
recent expropriations of the magnitude of those involving the Peruvian
*L.L.B. Yale (1956). Member of the New York Bar and Co-Chairman of the Latin
American Law Committee of the American Bar Association's International Law Section.
tThe article is based on Committee reports summarizing legal developments of interest
to foreign investors in selected Latin American countries from October 15, 1971 to December
31, 1972. The contributions of Mrs. Sava B. Thomas, Messrs. Bayer iI, Cotter, Crassweller,
Ford, Hughes, Hyde, Keffer, Lacey, Loening, Miller, Nattier, Park, Ritch and M. Schwartz
are especially acknowledged. Material for this article was also contributed by the editor. For a
similar summary covering 1969- 1971 developments see 6 INT'L LAW. 64 (Jan. 1972). Previous Committee summaries of general legal developments in this area are found in 4 INT'L
LAW. 646 (July 1970), INT'L LAW. 859 (July 1969), 2 INT'L LAW. 262 (Jan. 1968) and
INT'L LAW.
1

273 (Jan. 1967).

Public Laws 92-246 and 92-247 [22 U.S.C. 283 (a) and 22 US U.S.C. 248
by the President on March 10, 1972.
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assets of the International Petroleum Co. Ltd. (I.P.C.) in 19682 and the
3
remaining Chilean properties of the U.S. copper companies in 1971.
At the same time, the scope of foreign investment restrictions has
expanded. Even Argentina, Mexico and Venezuela are beginning to register existing foreign capital and exchange obligations and are becoming
more selective in admitting new foreign capital, technology and personnel.
The following summary indicates the variety of mechanisms employed in
attracting, channelling or deterring these investments. They range from the
sophisticated tax and tariff incentives of Brazil, over mild disincentives,
such as the ineligibility of foreign enterprises for decentralization benefits
in Argentina and Mexico, and the mandatory divestiture of foreign firms in
entire sectors of the Chilean and Peruvian economy, to Cuba's unqualified
closed-door policy.
The emerging middle ground in the treatment of foreign investment
appears to consist in leaving most existing foreign investments and payables for foreign technology intact, but admitting only such new foreign
capital and technology as are needed to develop the host country. Typically these new enterprises would be capital or labor-intensive,
use-advanced technology, be export-oriented, have a strong international
marketing capability and take the form of joint ventures, with majority
equity and management participation in the hands of nationals of the host
country. In this field, as in so many others, Latin America has been
trendsetting for the world's other developing regions.
Is it ironical that a few Latin American countries, such as Chile and
Peru, now treat foreign investors more restrictively than Communist Hungary and Romania, which joined Yugoslavia last year in readmitting private
investments from abroad? 4 (Conversely, Cuba, also in 1972, acquired
membership in COMECON, the Soviet equivalent of the European Common Market, thus officially becoming the first East Bloc country in the
Western Hemisphere.)
2
According to the Peruvian Mining and Energy Ministry, the judge of the 10th Civil
Court in Lima officially transferred I.P.C.'s Peruvian assets to the Peruvian State on May 22,
1972 after I.P.C. had failed to sign the deed of transfer. The Ministry stated that the transfer
was final and irreversible and announced that further judicial steps would be taken to collect
the balance of I.P.C.'s debts to the State (Official Mining Ministry Communique 003-EM
published
in El Peruano of May 23, 1972).
3
Cf Schliesser (ed. & contrib.), Recent Developments in Latin American Foreign Investment Laws, 6 INT'L LAW. 64, 75 (Jan. 1972). More recent articles on expropriation in
Latin America include Lillich, International Law and the Chilean Nationalizations- The
Valuation of the Copper Companies, Lowenfeld, Reflections on Expropriation and The
Future of Investment in the Americas, Mays, Overseas Private Investment in the Americas
and Monroe, Case Comments in 7 INT'L LAW. 124, 116, 132 and 227, respectively (Jan.
1973).4
See CCH Common Market Reports-Euromarket News of December 19, 1972, p. 5.
Poland is reportedly following suit.
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But nationalism is only one of the major problems for foreign investors.
The other problem, which is much less noted abroad but may eventually

threaten the very survival of free enterprise in the region, is a growing
belief in the need for increased government ownership and control.
As Thomas Jefferson wrote to a friend some 160 years ago: "That they

[the Latin Americans] will throw off their.., dependence I have no
doubts, but in what kind of government the revolution will end I am not
certain. "5
ANCOM, CACM, CARIFTA and LAFTA
Compared with the much slower progress of the 13-year old Latin
American Free Trade Association (LAFTA), the integration of the An-

dean Subregional Market (ANCOM), formed under the so-called Cartagena Agreement on May 26, 1969, proceeded with unexpected speed.
During the last year three legal developments affecting the Andean
Market were of particular importance to foreign investors.
First, the "Common Rules Governing the Treatment of Foreign Capital, Trademarks, Patents, Licenses and Royalties," also known as the
ANCOM Code, which the five Andean countries (Bolivia, Chile, Co-

lombia, Ecuador and Peru) put into effect on July 1, 1971,6 were in7
validated in Colombia in January 1972.
Next in order of importance was the adoption, on December 18, 1971,

of Decision 468 by the Market's governing body, the ANCOM Commission. Entitled "Uniform Code for Multinational Enterprises and the Treatment of Subregional Capital," it governs investments by ANCOM nationals in member countries of the Market other than their own.
These multinational Andean companies must have a minimum of two
investors, each from a different ANCOM country (with the possible inclusion of CORANFO, the Andean Development Corporation) and own-

ing at least 15 per cent of the company's equity, the minimum for a seat on
5

Quoted from a letter to Alexander von Humboldt, dated December 6, 1813, in Karnes
(ed.) READINGS IN THE LATIN AMERICAN POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES p. 52 (U. of Ariz.
Press, 1972). Jefferson went on to speculate in that letter that military despotism would be the
rule. 6
The ANCOM Code is translated in II I.L.M. 126 (1972). Among the helpful articles
published on the ANCOM Code are Oliver, The Andean Foreign Investment Code-A New
Phase in the Quest for Normative Order as to Direct Foreign Investment, 66 AM. J. INT'L L.
763 (Oct. 1972); Lopez Valdes, The Andean Foreign Investment Code-An Analysis, 7 J.
INT'L L. & ECON. (June 1972); Furnish, The Andean Common Market's Common Regime for
Foreign Investments, 5 VAND. J. TR'L. L. 313 (Spring 1972) and Perenzin, Regulation of the
Andean Investment Code-Colombia, 4 LAWYER OF THE AMERICAS 15 (Feb. 1972). For a
detailed synopsis of the Code, see Schliesser, Restrictions on Foreign Investment in the
Common Market, 6 INT'L LAW. 586 (July 1971).
Andean
7
See subsection on Colombia, infra.
8
Translated in I I I.L.M. 357 (March 1972).
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the Board (Arts. 11, 52 and 62). Non-Andean participants are limited to a
maximun of 40 percent of the enterprise's equity (Art. 6), and forbidden to
acquire shares from Andean investors (Art. 4).
Andean participants in multinational enterprises must be authorized to
invest by their governments (Art. 3). The multinational company itself
must be approved by the state of incorporation, where its principal activity
and management is located, and include the designation "Multinational
Enterprise" in its name (Arts. 6, 16, 19 and 38).
Once established, such enterprises will enjoy most-favored tax and other
treatment afforded to domestic companies in the country of incorporation
(Art. 32), qualify for local credit on best available terms (Art. 34), be free
to reinvest and transfer profits (Arts. 33 and 35), and receive all ANCOM
benefits (Art. 28) while being exempt from ANCOM's fade-out requirements (Art. 31).
Multinational enterprises may be deprived of their status by the
ANCOM Commission for violation of the Code (Art. 27).
The Code on Multinational Enterprises is to be supplemented by Commission rules authorizing transnational mergers (Art. [a]) and governing
activities in the financial and services sectors (Art. [b]). Decision 46 will
become effective when all ANCOM member governments will have issued
the necessary implementing legislation in their countries (Art. [c]).
The third major development was Decision 479 fixing the minimum
percentage of state company participation in so-called "mixed companies"
jointly owned by the public and private sectors at 30 percent.
Adopted on December 18, 1971, the Decision permits foreign ownership of up to (but not including) 70 percent of the equity capital of
companies established in the Andean Market, provided that the host government, or companies more than 80 percent-owned by that government,
own at least 30 percent of the remaining equity and have the ultimate
decision-making power in the company. Decision 47 has been implemented
in Peru by Art. 9 of Decree Law 19262.10
Other important events were the formation, late in 1972, of two mixed
Andean Commissions, one with Argentina and the other with Mexico,
mainly with a view to promoting trade and the eventual reduction of tariff
barriers and other restrictions. Negotiations on Venezuela's possible entry
in the Market are continuing. 1
The 12-member l2 Caribbean Free Trade Association (CARIFTA),
9

Translated in I I I.L.M. 373 (March 1972).
See subsection on Peru, infra.
"See
subsection on Venezuela, infra.
12
Antigua, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St.
Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Trinidad-Tobago.
10
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headquartered in Georgetown, Guyana, is reportedly also considering
forming a common market with fade-out provisions for foreign investment. 13
The five-member' 4 Central American Common Market (CACM) remained in limbo through revival efforts, mainly aimed at reconciling Honduras with El Salvador, seemed promising at the beginning of 1973.
At the same time, LAFTA, the organization that spawned all these
regional groups, was barely holding its own. Should the LAFTA countries
fail to ratify the Caracas Protocol setting the beginning of free trade for
Latin America at end-1980, or be unable to agree on an alternative deadline by end- 1973, the organization may expire.
Argentina
The last two years marked an unusually prolific legislative period for
Argentina in which the government introduced registration and screening
regulations for foreign investment, technology and debts.
Registrationof Foreign Investments

One of these regulations 1" requires the , registration of foreign investments or reinvestments in new or expanded economic activities as a
prerequisite for capital repatriation and dividend remittances. The initial
deadline for registration of then existing investments expired on October
27, 1972.
Article 4 of the law lists a large number of government criteria for
granting registration. They are designed to insure that the foreign capital in
question will improve the balance of payments, promote the use of new
technology, modernize the economy and, in general, contribute to national
economic development. Preference will be given to joint ventures with
local capital.
Net profits derived from registered capital may be transferred freely out
of the country, and capital may be repatriated in an amount equal to the
sum of the registered original investment and reinvested profits. Profits not
transferred out of Argentina may be reinvested in the enterprise, on notice
to the government (unless governmental approval was already given at the
time of original registration), invested in other economic sectors with the
government's approval or deposited with the National Development Bank.
Local bank credit for majority foreign-owned companies will be limited
13

See BUSINESS LATIN AMERICA of October 12, 1972.
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua.
15Law 19,15 1, dated July 30, 197 1, regulated by Decree 2,400 of April 27, 1972.
14
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to short term loans not in excess of 50 percent of registered capital and
accumulated profits (Art. 12).
Companies whose foreign investment has been registered will be required to employ Argentinians in not less than 85 percent of all managerial
positions.
Registration of Foreign Technical Assistance Agreements
Another important law creates a similar approval-by-registration procedure for licensing and know-how agreements involving payments abroad
(Law 19,231 of September 10, 1971, regulated by Decree 6187 of December 22, 1971).
The law requires all license and know-how agreements to be registered
with the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Mining.
This requirement applies to all agreements under which payments or
other benefits are to be remitted from Argentina abroad covering the
licensing of trademarks, patents, patterns and designs and the furnishing of
technical assistance such as blueprints, plans, diagrams, instructions, detailed engineering studies for setting up installations or manufacturing products, or other forms of technical know-how including the training of personnel.
Only agreements in Spanish are eligible for registration. They will automatically lose their validity if not registered within sixty days after signing.
Agreements executed but not registered prior to March 1, 1972, are
treated as new agreements which have to meet the new registration criteria.
Unregistered agreements will not be valid or enforceable in Argentina
nor will the Central Bank authorize payments or remittances abroad to be
made thereunder.
Registration will lapse if the agreements in question are not implemented
in Argentina within two years following the registration date.
Article 3 of the Law authorizes the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and
Mining to refuse registration, if the agreements provide for the use of
foreign trademarks on Argentine products, without technical contribution
or innovation by the trademark owner; import of know-how already available in Argentina; compensation disproportionate to the value of the license granted or know-how transferred; direct or indirect foreign control of
domestic production, distribution or technological development; use of
equipment or raw material from a particular outside source; prohibitions or
limitations on exports; requirements for the transfer of patents, trademarks
of inventions developed in Argentina in connection with the license or the
know-how; sale or resale price maintenance of goods produced in Argentina; venue for the adjudication of disputes arising out of such agreements
outside of Argentina.
International Lawyer, Vol. 7, No. 2
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Registration of Foreign Debts
Late in 1972 it was reported out that the Argentine Central Bank added
a registration requirement calling for sworn statements detailing all other
foreign exchange obligations, including loan repayments, profit remittances,
6
swaps and payments for imports.'
The requirement established by Central Bank Circular 447 applies to
existing as well as future obligations, including amendments of such obligations.
Designed to permit the Bank to steer the outflow of foreign exchange,
the Circular provides for registration by the debtors within thirty days after
the respective debt obligations have been incurred. The penalties for
non-compliance include denial of foreign exchange to meet these obligations.
New Company Laws
Law 19,550, dated April 3, 1972, restates the Argentine statutes governing commercial companies revising, in particular, various administrative
requirements, including provisions defining the responsibilities of the
so-called sindicos, i.e. the statutory auditors representing the shareholders.
Resolution 46, dated June 28, 1972, contains optional standard forms of
articles of incorporation and by-laws to expedite incorporation procedures.
Mining Promotion Law
Also in December 1972 a new Mining Promotion Law providing for
liberal government grants, tax deductions and other benefits was reportedly
17
enacted.
Under this law, the National Development Bank stands ready to guarantee loans made by international lending institutions to foreign-owned firms.
Foreign Firms Ineligiblefor DecentralizationIncentives
Except for firms that export at least 70 percent of their output, companies more than 49 percent of whose capital and voting power, and more
than 20 percent of whose seats on the board are held by foreigners or
non-resident Argentinians, do not qualify for decentralization benefits.' 8
Bolivia
In spite of its precarious coalition between the right-wing Falange and
the left-of-center M.N.R. parties, the Bolivian Government, headed by
16See

BUSINESS LATIN AMERICA of December 14, 1972, p. 395.
17Law 19,938; see BUSINESS LATIN AMERICA of December 14, 1972, p. 395.
1
sSee BUSINESS LATIN AMERICA of November 16, 1972.
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Col. Hugo Banzer, has shown remarkable staying power. It passed the
latest test of resiliency in October 1972, by putting down violent demonstrations caused by its devaluation of the peso from twelve to twenty to the
dollar under Decree Law 10550 of October 27, 1972.
Settlement of Expropriation Problems
It also set an example to some of its neighbor countries by settling both
expropriation problems 19 which had been pending when the Banzer government came to power on August 22, 1970.
One involved the cancellation, in April 197 1, of a 20-year lease of lead
and zinc concession areas held by the Mina Matilda Corporation, a jointly
owned subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation and the Engelhard
Minerals & Chemicals Corporation. 20 Negotiations between the Government and the investors started in February 1972, and were successfully
concluded in December 1972, when the Government agreed to pay $13.4
million to U.S. Steel and Engelhard. The Bolivian government will reportedly borrow this sum from a Swiss and two U.S. banks.
The remarkable features of the transaction are that financial institutions
of the expropriated investor's country are in effect lending the compensation payment to the expropriating government and that OPIC, a U.S.
government corporation, has reportedly agreed to guarantee the U.S. lead
bank's $8 million portion of the loan. (OPIC may otherwise have had to
21
indemnify the investors.)
The other problem involved the International Metals Processing Corporation (IMPC) which mines and processes tin tailings in the Catavi area,
and was about to start similar operations at Huari Huari when it was
expropriated on April 30, 1971. This case was settled in December 1971
under an agreement by which IMPC will receive $1.5 million in monetary
compensation, and a 45 percent equity participation in a new subsidiary of
COMIBOL, the State Mining Corporation, which is to exploit the Catavi
deposits (Supreme Decree 10056, G.O. 592 of December 31, 1971). The
Huari Huari property had not yet been in operation when it was expropriated. It was dealt with separately and the Defense Ministry was
19 This excludes the Gulf Oil case, reported in 6 INT'L LAW. 70 (Jan. 1971), which was
settled
in September 1970.
20
See 6 INT'L LAW. 70 (1971).
21
See BUSINEss LATIN AMERICA of December 28, 1972, p. 416. The U.S. banks' loans
to the Bolivian government for compensating the expropriated owners, and OPIC's guaranty
of the major portion of these loans appear to follow the recommendation of Professor Albert
Hirschman of Princeton University, that major lending institutions of the developed countries
help finance the divestment (i.e. expropriation) of those foreign companies which are no longer
welcome in their host countries. See Hirschman, How to Divest in Latin America and Why,
Essays in International Finance No. 76 (Princeton U. Press, 1969).
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authorized to form a mixed company with 1MPC for the exploitation of
that property and to offer IMPC a share of the new company's equity in
lieu of monetary compensation (Supreme Decree No. 10069, G.O. 593 of
January 7, 1972).
As a result of these settlements, Bolivia has become the first ANCOM
country, for which OPIC is again actively considering applications for
investment guaranties.
New Investment Law
By Supreme Decree 10045 [G.O. 590 of December 10, 1971, translated
in I II.L.M. 375 (March 1972)], the government enacted a new Investment Law which provides a wide range of tax and duty benefits and
guaranties for foreign as well as domestic investments and reinvestments,
primarily in industry. The new law governs all economic sectors other than
oil and gas, covered by the new Petroleum Law described below, and
services which are subject to special regulations. It supplants the 1965
Foreign Investment Law [Decree 07366 of October 20, 1965, translated in
5 I.L.M. 208 (1966) and summarized in I Int'l Law. 274 (Jan. 1967)], but
leaves the benefits under the old law intact (Art. 77).
Private equity investments in so-called "basic and strategic industries,"
which are ordinarily reserved to the state and include smelters, steel mills
and petro-chemical plants, may only be made if the private investors agree
in advance to reduce their equity percentage to a minority position in not
more than 25 years (Arts. 8 and 9).
The principal benefits of the law, administered by the so-called Instituto
Nacional de Inversiones ("INI"), are as follows:
1. guaranty of convertibility and availability of foreign exchange to
foreign investors. Unlike the ANCOM Code, the statute imposes no
ceiling on profit remittances (Art. 38);
2. guaranty against increased tax rates during the seven years following the date of project approval (Art. 39);
3. exemption for the same seven-year period from import duties for (a)
modern (though not necessarily new) plant equipment and (b) raw
material not locally available (Arts. I I through 13);
4. accelerated depreciation (Art. 16);
5. exemption from taxes on interest payable on loans for approved
projects (Art. 14);
6. tariff protection in special cases (Arts. 21 through 24);22
22
For example, the Government has prohibited all liquor imports after May 30, 1972 to
protect Bolivia's fledgling alcohol industry, Bellows, Ltd. (Supreme Decree 10288 of May 30,
1972).
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7. exemption from federal and local taxes on exports of manufactured
goods (Art. 15);
8. exemption from property taxes for ten years, and a one-time exemption from real estate transfer taxes (Art. 17);
9. exemption of reinvestments from so-called global taxes under Arts.
9 and 10 of Supreme Decree 8,619 of January 8, 1969 (Art. 37);
10. exemption for ten years from all taxes on income or profits from
investments or reinvestments in the Provinces of Pando, Beni or
Tarija (Art. 18);
1I. proportionate exemption from taxes on profits of Bolivian-owned
companies if they are used to buy up to 5 1 percent of the foreign-owned shares of such companies (Art. 19).
The extent and duration of these benefits depend on the priority assigned
by INI to the industry in question. The most extensive benefits are granted
to so-called Category I industries which include metallurgical, oil refining
and petrochemical plants, and the automobile, electric, electronic and pharmaceutical industries (Art. 27). The criteria for awarding these benefits are
not entirely clear and are presumably largely in INl's discretion. Draft
regulations to implement the law and bridge its inconsistencies with the
Andean Investment Code (enacted in Bolivia by Supreme Decree 09798 of
June 30, 197 1 but as yet unregulated), were reportedly prepared by the
Government in August 1972.
The law specifically provides, in Article 40, that investments in Bolivia
may be made without IN-approved benefits, if the project has been registered with the Ministry in charge.
New Petroleum Law
Implementing Article 31 of the Bolivian Constitution [see 6 Int'l Law.
70 (Jan. 1970)], a new General Hydrocarbons Law (Supreme Decree
10170, G.O. 605 of March 28, 1972) declares all oil and gas reserves to be
state-owned, prohibits concession agreements, reserves exploration and
exploitation rights to the State Petroleum Company (YPFB) and limits
private investment to operating, service and joint venture agreements with
YPFB.
The new Law takes the place of the Petroleum Code of 1955 ("Davenport Code") which was rescinded on September 24, 1969.
It provides that operating contracts are valid for a nonrenewable maximum of thirty years with all exploration and exploitation expenses to be
borne by the foreign contractors who must also transfer all production to
YPFB.
The law establishes an aggregate royalty of 30 percent (19 percent for
International Lawyer, Vol. 7, No. 2
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the central government and 11 percent for the provinces), payable out of
production. In addition, YPFB receives a commission which is negotiable
from case to case. Foreign contractors are exempt from import and export
duties, and most taxes other than social security contributions, except in
the case of service contracts.
In return, the contractor receives a percentage of production in kind
which he may sell. He is also guaranteed free convertibility of his sales
proceeds.
Under service contracts, the contractor's compensation is payable in
money.
Following the pattern of Venezuela's Hydrocarbon Reversion Law [see
6 Int'l Law. 86 (Jan. 1971)], all production facilities established by the
contractors become the property of YPFB on contract termination.
Brazil

Foreign investors continue to be welcome in Brazil, which last year
again quickened its economic growth while succeeding in slightly reducing
inflation.
Incentive System

The country proceeded, in pointing the way in the effective use of tax
and other incentives, to achieve major policy objectives.
Increasingly sophisticated incentive devices were employed to stimulate
industrial development, agricultural expansion, regional growth, the capital
market and special activities such as tourism, fishing and reforestation. In
addition, companies were encouraged to merge into larger units. The major
goal of increasing exports of manufactured goods received particularly
strong incentive support.
The present system of incentives for new or expanded industry refines a
program which has been evolving for several years. 23 The basic legislation
is Decree-law 1,137 regulated by Decree 67,707, both of 7 December
1970 (DOU-I of the same date). The Industrial Development Council
(CDI), a high-level body under the Ministry of Industry and Commerce
which is in charge of the programs, was reorganized. The scope of the
program's coverage and the number of companies benefiting from it has
been enlarged.
Brazil adheres to the free enterprise system. The incentive program is
2aCf. 6 INT'L LAW. 74 (Jan. 1972), 4 INT'L LAW. 646, 649 (July 1970), 3 INT'L LAW.
859, 867 (July 1969), 2 INT'L LAW. 262, 278 (Jan. 1968) and I INT'L LAW. 273, 285 (Jan.
1967).
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 7, No. 2
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limited to those who apply for it in the sectors considered most important
to economic development, such as the manufacture of textiles,
road-building equipment, cement, machine tools, tractors, diesel engines,
automobiles and petro-chemicals.
The benefits for approved projects are substantial, comprising exemption
from duties (which average about 30 percent) on imports of machinery and
equipment, provided similar items are not produced in Brazil; exemption
from the Federal Excise Tax (IPI) and state value-added taxes on such
imports plus a credit for IPI paid on locally acquired equipment; accelerated depreciation for locally acquired machinery and equipment; priority
treatment by official lending institutions if Brazilian capital participates in
the project and possible tariff protection. Together, these incentives can
reduce the cost of machinery and equipment for a project by as much as 50
percent. However, newly established incentives in the mining industry are
available only to majority-owned and controlled Brazilian companies.
During 1971, CDI granted some or all these benefits to 1,032 approved
projects, involving fixed investment totalling the equivalent of more than
$1 billion (US).
Special Regional Incentives

Programs to stimulate investments in less developed parts of the country, such as the Northeast and the Amazon region, have played an important part in the incentive strategy of Brazil and still account for a large part
of the total. The time within which companies can take a tax credit of up to
50 percent of their total income tax bill, on investments in their own or
another's industrial or agricultural projects, in either or both of the two
regions was extended through 1974 by Decree-Law 1,196 of December
23, 1971 (DOU-I, same date). Agricultural and industrial enterprises
which qualify under the law before that date will be exempt from income
tax for ten or fifteen years, depending upon the location and other factors.
Special Export Incentives

During the period under review, the major effort with regard to incentives has been to expand exports, especially of manufactured goods.
This effort has reportedly met with impressive success.
The incentives adopted for this purpose in the last few years, have been
consolidated and broadened by Decree-law 1,219 of May 15, 1972. A
company which submits a Special Export Program and has it approved by
the Ministry of Industry and Commerce and the Customs Policy Council
(CPA), qualifies for important benefits, some of which are of particular
interest to foreign investors. Imports required for the project will be exInternationalLawyer, Vol. 7, No. 2
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empt from import duty and from the tax on Industrialized Products (IPI).
More unusual, such imports are not subject to the general requirement that
benefits are granted only if no similar item is produced in Brazil.
The value of imports entitled to the benefits each year, cannot exceed
one third of the average annual net value of the exports of manufactured
projects. But imports authorized for any project approved by the CDI
under the industrial program described above, do not count for this purpose, and the rules for valuation of exports are liberal.
Companies are not subject to income tax on that fraction of their income
which is attributable to exports of manufactured goods. If an exporting
company is required to pay additional income tax because its remittances
to foreign stockholders exceed a 12 percent return on registered capital,
the portion of the tax which applies to dividends attributable to exports of
manufactures can be recouped by crediting it against any other federal tax.
Losses in any year can be carried forward for six years, instead of the
usual three.
The benefits under Decree-law 1,219 cannot be taken in addition to
those granted under similar national laws. The nature and manner of the
election of incentives is not indicated.
Another incentive, set forth in Decree-law 1,236 of August 28,
1972 (DOU-I, August 29, 1972) exempts from the aforementioned exclusion from similar national incentives, the import of complete industrial
plants from abroad which are brought in exclusively for the manufacture of
exportable goods. Prior legislation, Decree-law 37 of 1966, required the
approval of the President of the Republic, based on opinions of the Ministers of Finance and of Industry and Commerce, before such an exception
could be made.
IndustrialProperty
Law No. 5,772 of December 21, 1971 (DOU-I of December 31, 1971)
is a new Industrial Property Code, which supersedes the Code promulgated only two years before by Decree-law 1,005 of October 21, 1969
(DOU-I of the same date).
The Central Bank requires that applications for remittances of royalties
and other payments in connection with patents, know-how and trademarks
be accompanied by the approval of the National Institute of Industrial
Property (INPI).
Chile
Faced by strong opposition from the private sector, Dr. Salvador Allende, now in the third year of his six-year term as Chile's first Marxist
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 7, No. 2
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President, has continued to move his country closer to socialism. The
attention of Chile's few remaining foreign investors and the international
business community, has centered on the efforts of the U.S. copper companies to obtain compensation for their expropriated Chilean properties.
President Allende protested against these efforts in his address to the U.N.
General Assembly on December 4, 1972.
Expropriationof U.S. Copper Companies

As previously reported, 24 the President ordered in 1971 that $774 million of alleged excess profits earned since 1955, be deducted from the
combined book value of $640 million, at which Chile's Comptroller General had valued the remaining 49 percent interest of Anaconda's and Kennecott's Chilean copper interests expropriated in 1971. His order thus
changed the status of these companies from creditors to debtors, at least in
the view of the Chilean Government.
The copper companies appealed the decisions of the Comptroller General and the President to a special copper tribunal. On August 11, 1972, the
tribunal declared itself incompetent to review the President's decision on
excess profits claiming that he had made it in the exercise of express
constitutional powers, and refused to overturn the Comptroller General's
determination of the book value for these interests.
It therefore appears that the companies have presently exhausted their
legal remedies in this matter within Chile. (Kennecott reportedly continues
to receive repayments of loans made to the Frei administration, and the
Government has agreed to compensate Cerro for certain of its expropriated mining interests, which had only recently gone into production,
and thus did not generate excess profits).
Since August 1972, Kennecott has attached or attempted to attach
Chilean copper shipments in various countries, including France, Germany
and Sweden, on the grounds that the copper had been confiscated by the
25
Chilean Government in violation of international law.
Exchange Controls

The Central Bank of Chile restated the country's foreign exchange
controls in a Resolution adopted at Session 766 of May 9, 1972. The
24

See 6 INT'L LAW. 76 (Jan. 1972).
25The British weekly LATIN AMERICA of December 8, 1972 reported that a Paris court
had set aside an attachment of a Chilean copper shipment in Kennecott's favor but ordered
CODELCO, the Chilean state copper marketing corporation, not to dispose of the sales
proceeds pending the court's decision on the merits. See also The New York Times of
January 8, 1973 stating that a Chilean Copper shipment had been attached by a Hamburg
court at Kennecott's request. On October 3 1, 1972, the Wall Street Journal said that Kennecott had asked a Swedish court to block another Chilean copper shipment.
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Resolution provides for two exchange rates, a broker's and a banker's rate,
the latter consisting of several adjustable rates for transactions such as
imports of basic foods, crude oil and machinery.
Non-resident foreign adults entering Chile as tourists must exchange
their money into Chilean currency at the rate of $10 per day.
Surtax on CertainRemittances

According to Decree 1920 of November 8, 1971, surtaxes ranging up to
80 percent will be imposed on royalties and other remittances abroad, for
technical assistance found by the government to be unproductive or unnecessary for national development.
ProposedFood Rationing

On January 12, 1973, a decree was reportedly issued requiring all wheat
to be sold to the government for distribution. According to the report, this
is the first step in a Government plan to ration a significant number of basic
26
food items.
Colombia

The most important legal developments for foreign investors in Colombia last year was the Supreme Court decision overruling the ANCOM
Code.
ANCOM

While refusing, in July 1971, to declare Colombia's membership in the
Andean Common Market unconstitutional, 27 the Court ruled on January
20, 1972 that the enactment of the ANCOM Code in Colombia 28 did
violate the country's constitution through executive usurpation of legislative power. (In both instances the Government had acted by decree without seeking legislative ratification.)
The Court, in substance, distinguished between the Government's signing of the Cartagena Agreement by which it joined the Market, and its
enactment of the ANCOM Code, on the grounds that the former constituted an international act, which the President was authorized to implement by executive agreement, whereas the latter was a matter primarily of
domestic concern and required legislative approval.
26

See The New York Times, Jan. 13, 1973, p. 3.
See 6 INT'L LAW. 76 (Jan. 1972).
Decree 1299 of June 30, 1971. This invalidation also carried with it the implementing
regulations promulgated by Decree 2153 of Nov. 5, 1971 (D.O. 33,490 of Dec. 22, 197 I, pp.
1043-6).
27
28
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Instituted by one of the plaintiffs in the unsuccessful 1971 suit, the
Court's action Wiped the Andean Code off the books as far as Colombian
law was concerned. As a result, the pre-Andean Code rules for foreign
investment 29 became governing enactments once more.
Through the device of new regulations expanding Colombia's former
foreign investment laws, the executive quickly revived a substantial number of the Andean Code provisions.
The first of these regulations, promulgated by Presidential Decree 1234
of July 18, 1972, re-introduced (in somewhat modified form) most of the
Andean Code rules, governing approval of license and technology agreements for royalty remittance purposes. 30 The second, Resolution 17 of July
19, 1972 of the National Economic and Social Policy Council,
re-introduced (in still more modified form) various other Andean Code
rules, 3 1 including the "fade-out" requirements (limited to new enterprises),
as well as setting forth detailed rules for calculating the net investment
value for purposes of determining reinvestment, profit remittance and capital repatriation ceilings.
On December 15, 1972, the last day of last year's regular session of
Congress, President Pastrana made an urgent appeal for immediate passage
of legislation reenacting the Andean Code. The bill was passed by the
Senate that same day but was not acted upon by the House before adjournment. It is reported that a special session of Congress may be called in
early 1973 for this purpose.
Foreign Borrowing Restrictions
New regulations 32 tightened the rules governing the permissible terms
for foreign borrowings for local expenditures and local financing of imports,
foreign currency guaranties and related matters. Effective January 1, 1973,
the minimum permissible term for foreign loans will be four years with no
debt service payments due during the first two years.
Mining
By Presidential Decree of May 10, 1972 mining areas reserved for the
government were partially opened for private exploration and devel33
opment.
29

Decree Laws 444 and 688 of 1967.
Those contained in Decree 1299 of 1971, Arts. 19 and 20 and Decree 2153 of 1971,
Arts. 23, 24, 27, 28 29 (first sentence), and 30- 3.
31
Those contained in Decree 1299 of 1971, Arts. 1, 7, 11-13, 30 (varied) and 37; also
Decree 2153 of 1971, Arts. 1-3, 4 (only in part), 5, 6, 14 (only in part), 15 (only in part), 16
(first paragraph), 17 and 37 (varied).
32
Resolutions Nos. 37, 38, 69 and 76 of the Monetary Board.
33
Decree 769 (D.O. 33,605 of May 1, 1972, p. 771).
30
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Ecuador
The civilian regime of President Velasco lbarra, who had previously
assumed dictatorial powers, was overthrown by a military junta in a bloodless coup d'etat, on February 15, 1972. Elections scheduled to be held in
June 1972 were cancelled by the junta headed by General Guillermo
Rodriguez Lara.
The policies of the junta with respect to foreign investment, while still
evolving, would clearly place Ecuador, a member of the Andean Pact, in
the group of countries which remain hospitable to foreign investors, and
which look principally to investments from the private sector for economic
development. Nevertheless, the junta's demands for revisions in the oil
concession contracts held by foreign companies in Ecuador's Amazon
region, said to be spurred by a more radical navy faction, might possibly
signal further nationalistic pressures on foreign investments generally.
IndustrialDevelopment Law
A codification of the Ecuadorian Industrial Development Law (Codificaci6n de la Ley de Fomento Industrial) was promulgated on September
22, 1971. The law applies to existing industries as well as new industries,
but the latter may avail themselves of the benefits of the law only if they
involve production of new products, products in short supply, or products
intended for export. Among the benefits accorded by the new law are
exemptions from import duties and export taxes, documentary tax exemptions, income tax benefits, export credits and a variety of local tax
exemptions.
Petroleum
The past year marked the emergence of Ecuador as a major exporter of
petroleum, which has now become Ecuador's principal export product.
After successful exploration activities by the Texaco-Gulf consortium in
the Amazon region of Ecuador, a pipeline crossing the Andes and terminating at the port of Esmeraldas was inaugurated in June, 1972 with the flow
at year's end reaching 200,000 barrels daily. Hardly had the oil begun to
flow when Ecuador's military government demanded revisions of existing
concession contracts, principally to increase retroactively, concession rentals on the concessions still in the exploration period, and impose higher
taxes on the producing concessions.
All oil companies operating in Ecuador must renegotiate their contracts
before June, 1973, to make them comply with the latest Law on Hydrocarbons of October 1, 1971, as supplemented by the Decree of June 6, 1972.
The additional burdens imposed on the exploration concessions, especially
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 7, No. 2
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the retroactive increases in surface taxes, resulted in the voluntary surrender to the Ecuadorian government of several concessions.
Exchange Control- Export Taxes
The comprehensive unified system of foreign exchange control, introduced by Decree 239 of August 16, 1970 and the supplementary Regulations of the Monetary Board (No. 555 of August 28, 1970), were lifted by
Supreme Decree 1740, promulgated November 22, 1971, which reintroduced a secondary free-exchange market.
At the same time, the schedule of export taxes was modified, and a plan
was announced to phase out all export taxes in stages over a five-year
period.
Andean Pact- Control of Foreign Technology
Ecuador approved the investment restrictions of the Andean Common
Market Code embodied in Decision 24 by Decree 974 of June 30, 1971.
By Decree 1029 of July 13, 1971, Ecuador excepted from the Code certain
sectors of its economy, namely basic products, public services, banking,
transportation, advertising, communications and "enterprises engaged in
the domestic sale of products of any kind."
Article 28 of the ANCOM Code fixed the maximum "fade-out" period
for foreign investments in Ecuador by regulation, and has received relatively less attention than in neighboring Peru.
The provision of the ANCOM Code requiring government approval for
contracts dealing with the importation of technology and trademarks, has
not yet been implemented pending issuance of necessary regulations which
are expected in the near future.
Mexico
The country's "Mexicanization" rules, imposed as a matter of administrative policy in the past, have been tightened by law, and more substantial
restrictions seem to be in the offing.
The principal developments were new controls affecting foreign lending
institutions, the Mexicanization of auto parts manufacturers, the exclusion
of foreign industry from decentralization incentives and draft legislation
restricting foreign investment and technology.
Registration of Foreign FinancialInstitutions
To qualify for a reduced 10 percent tax on interest instead of the
ordinary income tax of up to 42 percent, foreign lending institutions must
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register with the Finance Ministry under an amendment to the Income Tax
Law, published in the Official Daily of December 29, 1971. The Ministry
may, but is not required to, grant such registration. Registration rules were
published in the Official Daily of April 10, 1972. On April 11, 1972 the
rules were expanded to govern existing as well as new representative
offices of foreign financial institutions.
Auto PartsManufacturers To Be Mexican-Controlled

The Automotive Industry Decree published in the Official Daily of
October 24, 1972 requires auto parts manufacturers (but not assembly
companies) to be at least 60 percent Mexican-owned.
Foreign Firms Ineligiblefor DecentralizationIncentives

Incentives for industrial decentralization in the underdeveloped areas
are reserved, by Presidential Decree of July 20, 1972, to enterprises which
are majority-owned by Mexicans. The Decree divides the country into
three zones according to the degree of industrialization.
The Decree requires that enterprises qualifying for these incentives be at
least 51 percent Mexican-owned, have a majority of Mexican directors and
managers, and limit their remittances abroad for royalties or technical
assistance fees to an amount, to be established by a Cabinet Commission,
of not more than 3 percent of total sales.
Incentives include up to complete exemption from import duties on
machinery and equipment, stamp taxes, income tax on the sale of fixed
assets, accelerated depreciation, as well as favorable credit facilities, free
technical assistance and feasibility studies, and such other fiscal benefits as
the Government may deem appropriate. The Government is given considerable flexibility for determining the extent of the incentives due to complex classification criteria.
Mexicanization of Tobacco Industry and Telephone Company

The government took over control of tobacco production and sales in
November 1972. It also acquired majority control of Telefonos de Mexico
S.A. in August 1972, by adding 3 percent to its ownership of 48 percent of
the company's equity in line with its long-standing policy to control public
utilities.
New Technology Law

A new Technology Law, published in the Official Daily of December 30,
1972, requires registration of all trademark, patent and other technology
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agreements and invalidates certain restrictions frequently contained in such
agreements. The new statute is based upon the Argentine law enacted in
1970, 3 4 and resembles Andean Group legislation on this project.
Existing agreements will have to be amended within a two-year period to
conform with the requirements of the law outlawing flowback, exclusive
sales, tie-in and price maintenance provisions, as well as curbs on the
volume of domestic and export sales and clauses providing for royalties
regarded as excessive by the government. All such agreements are to be
limited to a 10-year term, and must be filed by the end of April 1973 for
later registration.
New agreements must be registered within 60 days after signing. Registration will be denied, resulting in invalidation, if they contain provisions in
violation of the law.
Proposed Foreign Investment Restrictions
In December 1972 the Mexican Government reportedly introduced
legislation which, if adopted, would ban new majority-owned foreign equity
investments and ensure that such new investments are effectively con35
trolled by Mexicans.
The bill, which would leave existing foreign investments unaffected,
provides for the registration of all new foreign investments as a
pre-requisite for government approval.
Non-compliance with these registration and approval provisions would
be punishable by fines and imprisonment.
Housing
Under the amended Labor Law, effective May 1, 1971, employers must,
subject to certain limitations, contribute the equivalent of 5 percent of the
salaries of their employees to the newly created National Workers Housing
Fund, which will finance housing construction (Diario Official of April 24,
1972). A constitutional requirement that employers provide housing for
their workers had been on the books for almost fifty-five years.
Panama
Panama has maintained its generally favorable climate for foreign investment, in spite of the expropriation of a U.S.-owned public utility and
strong demands for a return of the U.S.-controlled Canal Zone.
34

See subsection on Argentina, supra.
35See New York Times, January 2, 1973, p. 5 1.
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Seizure of Panama Power & Light Company

Fears of the foreign investment community that the seizure of Boise
Cascade's 90 percent-owned subsidiary, Panama Power & Light Company,
on June 1, 1972, might signal further actions against foreign investors, were
allayed by the government's readiness to negotiate the purchase of the
company (Cabinet Decree 105 of 1972, G.O. 17,136). A price was reportedly agreed between the parties in December 1972. (The government
claimed it had to seize the company to avert a power stoppage. The
company stated it would be unable to continue normal operations without a
rate increase.)
Canal Negotiations

Negotiations with the U.S. Government on the future of the Canal Zone
have so far failed to produce any concrete results. The Panamanian Government wants to abrogate the Canal Treaty with the U.S., followed by full
integration of the Canal Zone into the Republic of Panama and removal of
U.S. forces from the area 36
ConstitutionalConvention

In the summer and fall of 1972, the Panamanian Assembly of Community Representatives met to amend the country's constitution. At the time
of this writing none of the proposed amendments have been enacted.
Securities Regulations

The authority of the National Security Commission to regulate the sale
of corporate securities in Panama was expanded to cover new issues, and
strengthen registration requirements, as well as the Commission's enforce7
ment powers.
Labor Laws

On April 2, 1972 a comprehensive new Labor Code went into effect. It
establishes maximum work hours, minimum wages and a schedule for
severance pay, and prohibits the discharge without cause of employees
with at least two years' continuous service. It also provides for one
month's paid vacation per year, regulates the formation of unions, collective bargaining and strikes, and introduces an expanded labor court sys38
tem.
36

See N.Y. Times, November 12, 1972, and La Prensa (Lima), December 14, 1972.
37Cabinet Decrees 240 of 1970 and 211 of 1971, G.O.s 16,652 and 17,068.
38
Cabinet Decree No. 252 of 1971, G.O. 17, 040.
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Peru

President Velasco's military government entered its fifth year without
deviating from its policy of establishing a pragmatic, non-ideological form
of participatory social democracy in Peru.
If anything, the junta's legislative program shifted to the left, toward an
ever more strictly controlled planned economy with the public sector
rapidly expanding at the expense of foreign and local private enterprise. At
the same time, the government strengthened the rights of workers to
participate not only in the profits but in the management of their enterprises along the Yugoslav pattern.
To foreign investors who had given up hope for a return to the comparative economic freedom of the era preceding President Velasco's coup
of October 3, 1968, last year's statutory enactments offered a bit more
flexibility, but otherwise little that was encouraging or surprising. Most of
the legislation of importance to the foreign business community merely
supplemented such landmark statutes as the Agrarian Reform Law of
1969, the Industrial Law of 1970 and the respective Fisheries and Mining
Laws of 1971. 39 (Unique in the non-Communist world, the latter three
statutes provide for the gradual takeover of 50 percent of the equity of
Peru's remaining private industrial, mining and fishing enterprises, by their
workers.)
If there was any surprise, it was registered mainly by Peru's own
traditionally skeptical observers at the government's unrelenting determination to restructure the country's society instead of providing only a
temporary palliative to the dissatisfied, as had happened so often before in
Peru's history.
Expanded Scope of Divestments

The scope of the mandatory fade-out requirements, which had been
limited to the industrial and communications sectors, has been expanded to
foreign-owned banks and power plants.
Peruvian banks were to reduce their foreign-owned equity capital to less
than 20 percent by the end of January 1972. (Branches of foreign banks
were exempted from this requirement.) Newly formed banks must be
40
wholly-owned by Peruvians.
Under the new Electric Policy Law the Peruvian State will acquire all
foreign-owned shares of companies holding public service concessions for
the generation or distribution of electrical power. The price for these
shares is to be fixed by negotiation. Domestic shareholders may retain their
39

For a more detailed description of these laws, see 6 INT'L LAW. 80 (Jan. 1971).
Decree Law 19043 published in El Peruano of November 26, 1971.

40
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equity, but any newly issued shares of power companies must be sold to
41
the State.
Divestment Procedures Under the IndustrialLaw
FADE-OUT DEADLINES
The Government issued a number of statutes refining the application and
42
enforcement of the Industrial Law and its Regulations.
Any doubts about the mandatory nature and enforceability of the Law's
4
divestment provisions were put to rest by Decree Law 19262. a
Failure to enter into fade-out agreements by foreign shareholders is
punishable by expropriation. In such event the State, acting through its
Industry and Commerce Ministry, may acquire the shares in question "at
their appraised value in such form and in such installments as the Ministry
may determine in each case" (Trans. Clause II of Decree Law 19262.) All
agreements providing for the reduction of foreign ownership in Peru's
industrial enterprises must be signed by June 30, 1974.44
This time limit apparently does not apply to agreements affecting the
so-called "basic industry," i.e. the metal refining, casting, basic chemicals,
capital goods, fertilizer, cement, pulp and paper industries under Art. 4 part
V of Decree Law 18350. Decree Law 19453 merely provides that these
contracts must be signed within a six-month period set by the Industry and
Commerce Ministry but does not specify whether this period starts at the
beginning or completion of negotiations. Here again, the penalty for
non-compliance is expropriation with compensation based on appraised
45
value.
A multi-ministerial commission in charge of negotiating these contracts
was designated by Supreme Resolution 698-72-IC/DS published in El
Peruano of November 10, 1972.
Mixed and Strategic Companies
Until the enactment of Decree Law 19262 the country's basic industry
was to become entirely state-owned, requiring its shareholders, local and
41

Title V, Secs. 2 and 6 of Decree Law 19521 published in El Peruano of September 13,

1972.

42

Ley General de Industrias, Decree Law 18350, published in El Peruano of June 30,
1970, translated in 9 I.L.M. (Nov. 1970), regulated by Supreme Decree 001-71-I.C.-D.S.,
published in El Peruano of Jan. 26, 197 1, and amended through Dec. 31, 1972 by Decree
Laws 19877, 19899, 19262, 19419, 19453 and 19863 published in El Peruano of Sept. 28,.
1971, Oct. 20, 1971, Jan. 2, 1972, May 4, 1972, June 28, 1972 and Dec. 27, 1972, respectively ("Law").
43Translated in II I.L.M. 383 (March 1972).
"4Art. I of Decree Law 19863.
"Art. 2 of Decree Law 19453 referring to Trans. Clause 11of Decree Law 19262.
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foreign, to sell their shares to the State, while foreign equity ownership in
46
non-basic industrial enterprises had to be reduced to a minority position.
These rules have now been modified to allow foreign equity participation
of up to (but not including) 70 percent in so-called "mixed" companies, in
which the equity participation of the State, or of companies more than 80
percent-owned by the State, is at least 30 percent, and in which the state or
its companies have the final decision-making power. This accords with Art.
47
36 of the ANCOM Code as implemented by ANCOM Decision 4748 of
December 18, 197 1.
Even companies within the basic-industry category may become
"mixed," if the duration and other terms of the private equity participation
49
are governed by concession contracts with the government.
Without more, private equity in all but "basic" industries would still
have to be reduced to 50 percent through annual stock transfers evidencing
15 percent of reinvested net profits to the respective industrial communities under Art. 24 of the Law.
But if the company is classified as a "first priority" as well as "strategic"
industrial enterprise due to its size, technology and importance for the
country's development, Class "C" shares of COFIDE, the Peruvian Development Corporation, may be issued to the industrial community, instead
of the company's own stock thus protecting its private shareholders against
dilution. 50
Corporate Controls by the Government
The establishment, diversification, expansion and merger of industrial
enterprises requires the approval of the Industry and Commerce Ministry.
Any action involving personnel reductions such as a production cut or
liquidation also requires the Labor Ministry's consent. This applies to all
industrial enterprises regardless of classification. 5 1
The government's controls extend to the company's day-to-day management of mixed companies in the basic industry category.
From the signing date of the fade-out type concession agreement, the
State may designate at least two of the company's directors, one represent52
ing COFIDE, the other the Industry and Commerce Ministry.
46

Art. 16 of the Law.
See subsection on LAFTA, ANCOM, CARIFTA and CACM, supra.
Translated in I I I.L.M. 373 (March 1972).
49
See amendments of Arts. 8 and 10(c) of the Law by Decree Law 19262.
"0Art. 26 of the Law, amended by Decree Law 19262 and Trans. Prov. of Decree Law
19453.
51
Art. 12 of the Law.
62Art. 21 of Decree Law 19453.
47
48
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Such agreements must regulate such matters as administrative and
financial controls as well as the company's dividend and expansion policies
53
in considerable detail.
Any important corporate actions other than those authorized under
these agreements, specifically those requiring amendment of the charter
and by-laws, will have to be approved not only by a general shareholders'
meeting, but by the Government representatives under Art. 10 of Decree
Law 19453. Article I I of that Decree Law contains a long list of actions,
ranging from the designation of the company's auditors to the execution of
leases and mortgages, that require unanimous Board approval, i.e. entitle
the government representatives on the Board to a veto.
Setting the Price of the Shares
Stated as simply as possible, the determination of the price of shares of
(i) non-basic industrial enterprises to be transferred to shareholders, other
than the industrial communities is left to the parties; 54 (ii) non-basic industrial enterprises to be transferred to industrial communities other than the
shares under (iv) below, may either be left to the parties or fixed at the
book value of the shares determined by public accountants pursuant to
Decree Law 19419; (iii) non-basic industrial enterprises representing the
reinvested 15 percent annual net profits to be transferred to the industrial
community pursuant to Article 24 of the Law, is based on book value and
payable in shares of the company evidencing such book value at par in
accordance with Article 2 of the Decree Law 19419; and (iv) basic industries are the same as described under (ii) above, but with the addition of
a profit factor pursuant to Article 5 of Decree Law 19453.
In cases (ii) and (iii) above, any disagreement on the price is subject to
arbitration according to Articles 25 through 29 of Decree Law 19419, as
implemented by Resolution CNVO73-72-EF/94 published in El Peruano
of August 29, 1972. The arbitration procedure is to be established by the
National Companies and Securities Supervisory Commission, with each
party selecting his arbitrator from a panel of twenty arbitrators designated
by the Commission. The two arbitrators then select the third. If the two fail
to agree on the third arbitrator, the latter is to be chosen by the Commission's Board of Directors.
As noted, failure to agree on the price in cases (i) and (iv) above, entitles
the State to expropriate the shares and determine the form and manner of
paying their "appraised value."
53

Art. 13 of Decree Law 19453.
Decree Law 19262 omitted the provision permitting foreign investors "to recover their
original investment and a reasonable return thereon," from Art. 6 of the Law in its original
form.
54
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Divestment Contracts
Decree Law 19453 contains detailed requirements of what the divestment contracts involving the basic industry are to provide.
All shares must be fully-paid prior to acquisition (Art. 12). The State
acquires all shares free and clear of any encumbrance. Seller remains liable
for undischarged encumbrances after the closing (Art. 18). The contracts
must set forth all management, consulting, technical assistance, licensing,
patent, trademark and any other similar agreements by which the company
is bound. Any agreements not so disclosed lose their validity vis-h-vis the
company (Art. 9).
The control provisions to be embodied in these contracts have already
been referred to under (c) above. The contracts must be ratified at a special
shareholders meeting of the companies in question (Art. 1). Any violations
of Decree Law 19453 and the acquisition agreements are punishable by
fines, intervention or expropriation by the Industry and Commerce Ministry on 90 days' advance notice (Art. 24).
The actual transfer of the shares to the State, generally represented by
COFIDE in these acquisitions, is tax-exempt (Art. 17). If a gradual acquisition of shares is indicated, shares of the smaller shareholders must be
transferred first (Art. 7).
Finally, the State will not acquire firms in the basic-industry category
which are too small to use advanced technology (Art. 20). If a basic
industry has operations which do not fall in this category and are not
interrelated with the company's principal activities, a new company will be
formed to which the basic industry operations will be transferred free of
tax. Only the shares of such new company will then be acquired by the
State (Art. 18b).
Expanding Public Ownership and Controls
Under Article 7 of the Industrial Law, the scope of the so-called public
sector is flexibly defined by "what is convenient for permanent and selfsustaining industrial development."
A welter of new semi-autonomous government corporations, often with
broad but as yet undefined economic powers, has moved into wide areas
formerly occupied by the private sector.
Some of these corporations, such as EPSA, EPCHAP and MINEROPERU, have also been granted marketing monopolies. For example, the
monopolies of these three companies cover coffee, fishmeal and ore and
metals, respectively.
Even within the realm of the private sector the government has been
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given increasing power to regulate industry. Thus Decree Law 19262
authorizes the Industry and Commerce Ministry to allocate the market to
one or more enterprises (Art. 39), and to ban the import of all products,
except those of Andean origin, if they are found to compete with Peruvian
goods of similar quality (Art. 32).
At the same time, capital market regulations of a more conventional type
have been introduced.
By Decree Law 19648, published in El Peruano of December 7, 1972,
the supervisory authority of the National Securities Commission has been
extended to companies. Its name is now the National Companies and
Securities Supervisory Commission (Comision Nacional Supervisora de

Empresas y Valores). Regulations governing stock exchanges, stock listing
and public issues were promulgated by Resolutions CNV 136-71-EF/94,
CNV 005-72-EF/94 and CNV 029-72-EF/94, published in El Peruano of
January 28, February 1 and May 10, 1972, respectively. Companies with a
capital stock of more than 10 million soles are now required to disclose
their financial statements pursuant to Decree Law 19402 published in El
Peruano of May 17, 1972.
Some Benefits for the Private Sector

Some incentives have also been granted to the private sector, mainly in
the form of tax or duty exemptions or reductions to stimulate reinvestment,
recapitalization, decentralization and exports under Decree Laws 19262,
19311, 19621 and 19622, published in El Peruano of January 7, March 8
and November 28, 1972, respectively.
Even foreign companies received a few benefits. Under Decree Law
19470, published in El Peruano of July 19, 1972, foreign-owned companies
manufacturing for export and having signed fade-out agreements may, until
further notice obtain local long-term loans up to their capital and reserves.
Under Decree Law 19863, published in El Peruano of December 27, 1972,
companies which have fulfilled the fade-out requirements without as yet
signing the respective contracts-presumably by selling an initial 15 percent of its share capital to Peruvians-become eligible for all ANCOM
tariff and other benefits pending the signing of such contracts.
Venezuela
Against a background of intensive campaigning for the December 1973
presidential elections, significant legal developments affecting foreign trade
and investment took place last year, most of them less than favorable to the
foreign business community.
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Termination of U.S. Trade Agreement
Effective June 30, 1972, the U.S.- Venezuelan Reciprocal Trade Agreement, which had been in effect since November 6, 1939, was terminated.
However, prior to the June 30 deadline, a stop-gap agreement was signed
continuing reduced U.S. tariffs for Venezuelan petroleum imports, in return for Venezuelan most-favored-nation tariff treatment of U.S. goods,
except with respect to tariffs applicable to common market areas in which
Venezuela participates. This qualification was introduced in view of the
possibility that Venezuela may join the Andean Common Market.
The abrogation of the U.S. Trade Agreement was widely hailed in
Venezuela, as putting an end to the allegedly inadequate protection of
Venezuela's growing industry against U.S. competition.
ProposedForeign Investment Restrictions
Although the country's two major political parties-Copei and Accion
Democratica-favorVenezuela's entry in the Andean Common Market,
negotiations with the ANCOM Commission have yet to yield definitive
results. Among the critical issues are the threat by low-cost products
produced in the Andean countries to the country's high cost manufacturers
and the potentially adverse consequences which arise when a hard currency country joins a soft currency area.
As an alternative to the Andean Code, a proposed Venezuelan foreign
investment law was drafted by a Presidential Commission in 1972. The
bill, which is not likely to be introduced in Congress before 1974, not only
adopts Andean Code terminology in defining national, mixed and foreign
companies, but also adopts come of the Code's restrictive provisions with
respect to the so-called fade-out of foreign equity ownership and control of
certain companies.
Under the bill foreign companies would not be allowed to operate public
utilities, radio and television stations, import goods unrelated or merely
complementary to the importer's local manufacturing activities, nor engage
in most wholesale and retail trade activities unrelated to local production or
any, except highly specialized, professional services. The take over or
establishment of new enterprises by foreigners in areas considered to be
adequately served by existing enterprises would also be banned. Foreign
companies currently engaged in restricted activities would be obligated
progressively to fade out to mixed or national companies within ten or
fifteen years.
Foreign companies, i.e., those less than 50 percent locally owned, would
be free to engage in the tourist trade, agriculture, labor-intensive, innovative, export-oriented or high-technology industries as well as retail and
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wholesale operations which contribute new technological or administrative
knowhow to the country. Any business not expressly reserved to national
companies may be operated by mixed companies.
The bill would apply to all companies now existing in Venezuela, except
those engaged in the petroleum, mining, banking, insurance and other
specially regulated industries, regardless of whether they operate solely
within the country or export to Andean Pact nations.
Oil
Though guidelines as to precisely what assets will eventually have to be
transferred to the State are still lacking, decrees issued pursuant to the
Hydrocarbons Reversion Law require oil companies to guarantee the conservation and maintenance of their assets through the deposit of funds,
with the Central Bank. A portion of these funds may now be placed in
interest-bearing deposits for financing agriculture.
Resolutions setting tax reference values for oil were published for 1972
and 1973 (G.O.s 29695 and 29935 of December 28, 1971 and October 19,
1972, respectively), imposing penalties on companies whose oil exports
vary from the prescribed levels.
A new decree also requires oil producers, iefiners and exporters to file
programs of anticipated production, refinery runs, local sales and exports
from which they are not allowed to deviate without the prior approval of
the Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbons. 5
Securities and Exchange Regulation

A Capital Markets Law enacted at the end of 1972 provides for the
establishment of a National Securities Commission, the disclosure of
financial and other information in connection with the public offering of
securities, a national securities registry and regulation of stock exchanges.
The new statute innovates Venezuelan corporate law with such concepts
as authorized by unissued stock, treasury shares, open-end mutual funds,
mutual fund management companies, convertible bonds, bondholder committees, and so-called "open capital" or widely-held companies. These
companies, which must have at least fifty shareholders for each million
bolivars of capital, offer certain fiscal incentives as well as special
safeguards for minority shareholders including representation on the Board
of Directors.
An important feature of the Capital Markets Law is that a company
which has made a public offering must distribute at least 50 percent of its
55Decree 832, G.O. 29689 of December 18, 1971.
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after-tax profits to its shareholders, half of them in cash and the rest in
stock dividends or bonds. (As of December 3 1, 1972 the Capital Markets
Law had not yet been published in the official gazette.)
New Tariffs
A new tariff structure is to become effective in two stages early in 1973.
It uses the Brussels nomenclature and is based primarily on the c.i.f. value
of imports rather than on weight which was the basis for assessing most
duties under the old tariff. Few duties exceed 100 percent ad valorem and
only a few industries-such as textiles, cigarettes, liquors and some pharmaceuticals-are protected by mixed duties based on a combination of ad
valorem and weight.
The requirement of prior import licenses was eliminated on 559 classifications, leaving only 41 categories subject to this requisite. A further
decree prohibits unjustified price increases under the pretext of increments
56
in cost attributable to the new tariff structure.
7
Pursuant to amendments to the Customs Law adopted during the year
the National Executive was authorized to fix duties on an ad valorem,
weight, unit or mixed basis, with tariffs ranging from 0.01 percent to 500
percent ad valorem, and from Bs 0.0005 to Bs 100 per kilo or unit. In
addition, reference prices may be established for imported goods in order
to calculate the ad valorem duty.
Labor Law
In 1972 the Venezuelan Supreme Court ruled in the so-called Aco
case 58 that profits paid to an employee under profit sharing agreements
formed part of his salary base for the calculation of Labor Law indemnities. Later in the year an arbitral award involving General Motors de
Venezuela ruled5" that overtime and fringe benefits such as free milk and
subsidized lunches are to be included as part of a worker's wages for
calculating his holiday, vacation, year-end, profit-sharing and severance
pay.

56

Decrees 1168, 1169, 1170, 1171 and 1172, G.O. 1560 Extraodinario of December 30,

1972.5 7

Ley de Reforma Parcial de ]a Ley de Aduanas, G.O. 1544 Extraordinario of December
19, 1972.
58
Martinez v. Aco, S.A., Repertorio Forense 1963 of March 18, 1972.
59
G.O. 29965 of November 24, 1972.
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